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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

CAMPUS I AFRICAN-AMERICAN
HERITAGE MONTH

Series defines
past and
future leaders

CAMPUS

W\NVV.DENNEWS.COM

I MILITARY

Eastern student fights deployment
Drew Sleezer appeals
the military's call for
a third tour of
overseas combat duty

By Tearria Ruffin
Campus Reporter

By Sarah Whitney

Martin Luther King] r. preached
non-violence.
Malcolm X fought by any
means necessary.
To the Black Student Union and
guest speaker Yolanda Williams,
the face of a leader might change
from one generation to the next,
but leadership functions always
stay the same.
Williams, a Gateway adviser,
introduced the elements of a leader
in the first discussion of the W.E.B.
Dubois Lecture Series in the
Charleston-Mattoon Room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Williams said the purpose of
the discussion was to train future
leaders on campus.
"When you are a student leader,
there are certain roles you should
possess," she said. "People want
to be seen but not understand the
work that is involved."
The work that may be involved
in becoming a leader may include
defining the difference between a
manager and a true leader.
A manager plans, organizes,
directs, and controls in order to
maintain order and predictability.
Leaders, on the other hand,
develop a vision, align constituents,
motivate and inspire.
Quentin
Frasier,
political
science major, said that while
our forefathers spent many years
fighting, today's generation is not
standing up.
"I feel by any means necessary
we should step up and not stoop
down to the level of a follower,"
he said. "But we should hold our
heads up high and be who we
naturally are: Leaders."
Williams asked the audience
who they thought were leaders in
their life.
Most students in the audience
mentioned a member in their
family.
"There aren't many prominent
leaders because everyone is for
themselves," said Keith Wise, a
sophomore history major.
There are five elements of a
leader, Williams said during her
presentation. A leader challenges
the process, inspires to share a
vision, enables others to act, models
the way, and encourages the heart.
Isiah Collier is the BSU adviser.
When he thought of a leader
before Malcolm X or King in the
1960s, he said there was W.E.B.
DuBois, who was not only a strong
writer, but also a strong leader. He
said that is something that BSU
encompasses.
"I think far too many times
students tend to take the stand-by
approach and watch things happen
instead of making things happen,"
he said.

Nicole Milstead

and
Staff Reporters
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Drew Sleezer might have to do a third tour of Iraq because of Bush's
decision to deploy 21,500 more troops to Iraq. Sleezer has been
contacted by many reporters and TV networks regarding his fi ght to not
go back to Iraq.

Eastern business major Drew
Sleezer has been fighting a war with
the military over its war on terror.
The Army Specialist served two
tours in Mghanistan on active
duty since he joined the Army in
December 2001. Once he returned,
Sleezer entered the Reserves.
Sleezer credits his decision to
enlist in the army to a strong feeling
of patriotism because of the Sept.
11 attacks.
"I wanted to help my country,"
he said. "I wanted to go to war,
which was fine the first time."
Now, because ofPresident Bush's

decision to send 21,500 additional
troops to Iraq, the military is
requiring Sleezer to report for a
third tour.
But he says he's not going.
''I'm not going to let the army
throw my life up in the air again,"
he said. "I served for three years
honorably. I did everything I
wanted to do the first time ...
It's time for me to move on."
The difficulty of transitioning back
into civilian life is why Sleezer said
he doesn't want to go back.
"You're kinda of a different
person, high strung," he said. "I
had to be for the job I was doing
over there."
Sleezer was
a designated
marksman for the 25th infantry
division while he served in
Mghanistan.
A
designated
marksman is responsible for
ensuring that insurgents do
not interfere with the division's
mission.
n

SEE DEPLOYMENT, PAGE 6

JAY CiRABIEC I THE DAILY EASTERN HEWS
The Blue Crew and Prowler read their newspapers while Samford's starting lineup is announced at Lantz Arena before the men's basketball game
on Saturday evening. The game was attended by 3,194 people. The next home game is at 7:35 p.m. Saturday at Lantz Arena. The men play
Southeast Missouri at 6 p.m. Tuesday at Lantz. The game will be covered by ESPNU.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

I HIGHER EDUCATION

Lakeland hosts venue for IBHE-SAC
Board finds veteran
tuition waiver program
under funded by state
By Matt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

It may have been the Super
Bowl weekend, but some Student
Government members spent time
at Lakeland Community College.
The Illinois Board of H igher
Education-Student
Advisory
Committee met over the weekend

to discuss multiple topics, including
under funding of the Illinois veteran
tuition waivers, student debt and
graduating in four years.
A report by the Illinois Board
of H igher Education found that
between 2002 and 2006 the veteran
tuition waiver programs were under
funded by $29.7 million.
According to Student Senate
member Alison Kostelich, the
schools have to raise tuition in order
to make up for the shortfalls of the
state.
A proposal was drawn up to

present suggestions on how to fully
fund the programs to IBH E.
One of the suggestions was to
ask alumni for donations to fund
the program, Kostelich said.
H aving Illinois help alleviate
student debt especially for "socially
low paying jobs," was the basis for
a repott by the Faculty Advisory
Council.
While the proposal was well
received, there were questions on
what was a "socially low paying
job," Kostelich said.
"A lot of people appreciated

and agreed that the state needs to
do more to alleviate student debt,
but we had a problem with why
just whatever they deem socially
valuable are," she said. "Everybody
comes out of school with debt."
The EIU4 program, which
guarantees students will graduate in
four years, was brought up in Access
Diversity committee, said Student
Senate Speaker Jeff Lange.
"(The committee) talked about

n

SEE COMMITIEE, PAGE 6

Forum to explore goals
Student exchange,
recruiting, internships
on the bill for Senate
By Ashley Rueff
Senior University Reporter

Promoting academic excellence
will be at the center of discussion
during today's annual Faculty and
Student Forum.
The
campus
community
will gather to discuss its ideas
and concerns in four different
discussions groups.
Thegroupswillfocusonacademic
quality and standards, research and
creative activity, internships/sn.dy
abroad/student
exchange
and
cultural opportunities.
The forum will replace this
weeks' Faculty Senate meeting.
"This topic centers around a
lot of discussions that come up in
Faculty Senate discussions," said
Brenda Wilson, senate member and
chair of the forum committee. "All
of those things are kind of at the
core of what we've been discussing
all year."
The topics evolve each year to
focus on issues that are important to

ASSEGE HAILEMARIAM

I FACULTY SENATE CHAIR

"It is critical that we at Eastern engage in
a series of discussions on how to maintain
and enhance academic excellence in this
challenging environment."
campus. Last year's topic addressed
the funtre of Eastern and where it
was going as a university.
Wilson hopes the forum
will produce some good ideas
to further academics at the
university.
"What we hope is to come out
with some solid recommendations
for the provost and president,"
Wilson said.
Senate recorder John Stimac
said the forum should help explore
academic goals on campus, such
as Provost Blair Lord's goal to
be a first-choice university for
students.
"We're getting better and
better quality students coming
into Eastern," Stimac said. The
forum will explore "how to
recruit, retain and graduate these
top quality sn.dents."

Moderators will lead discussions
in the four different topic
forums.
Senate chair Assege H aileMariam
said current struggles in higher
education is why today's forum
topic is important.
"Dwindling
state
support
for public higher education,
which drives student tmtton
higher and higher and the
declining appreciation for liberal
arts education both directly
impact academic excellence,"
H aileMariam said. "It is critical
that we at Eastern engage in a series
of discussions on how to maintain
and enhance academic excellence
in this challenging environment."
The forum will begin with a
short Faculty Senate meeting
at 2 p.m. in the University
Ballroom.
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An accident involving four automobiles occurred near the Student Recreation Center Monday at 8 a.m. A
Ford Crown Victoria, going east on Grant Avenue, crashed into another vehicle parked at the south side
curb, said Lt. Hank Pauls of the Charleston Police department. The accident caused a chain reaction, which
damaged two other vehicles. No one was injured in the crash. The Ford was occupied by a white male, who
was taken into police custody under suspicion for alcohol-related charges. A police report will be released
late this week or early next week. - Rob Siebert, senior city reporter

City hopes for big business
One of two companies
will be selected to
bring in retail outlets
and fill vacancies
By Rob Sieber
Senior City Reporter

A plan to attract new businesses
to Charleston will be presented at
today's City Council meeting.
Matt
Montgomery,
vice
president of Buxton, a company
specializing in retail recruitment
consultation and analysis of retail
trade, will illustrate how the
company could bring new business
outlets to Charleston.
Buxton is one of two candidates
selected by Coles Alliance, a group
representing
Charleston
and
Mattoon, to provide these services

to both cities. The other company is
Mass Information Representatives.
City Manager Scott Smith said
the company chosen would work
to match Charleston with retail
outlets that would work well in
the city and fill some of the vacant
properties.
"There are a number ofbuildings
that we'd like to fill in Lincoln
Avenue," Smith said.
A resolution regarding the
county's electrical power is also on
the agenda.
The council will vote on whether
or not to change its electrical
power supplier from Ameren CIPS
to WPS Energy.
Smith said with cost rates for
Ameren rising, staying with them
would result in a $245,000 price
increase.
By switching to WPS, the
increase would only be $165,000,

saving the city $80,000.
If approved, this new cost rate
would last until May 2008.
In addition, the city will vote
on a $10,000 ordinance to obtain
motor fuel tax funds to create a
right of way at N inth Street and
Polk Avenue.
If the resolution is passed, the
city will then vote on an ordinance
to obtain the land.
The council will also vote on
a change order for the Charleston
Carnegie Library construction,
an application for a $350,000
grant to replace a water main
along McKinley Avenue and the
repealing of resident-only parking
at 1508 First St.
The Charleston City Council
meets at 7:30 p.m. on the first
and third Tuesday of every month
at City H all, in the City Council
Chambers.
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JAY GRABIEC I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Union Lanes manager, Tim Taflinger, cleans the lanes before league matches Monday evening. Taflinger has worked at the bowling lanes since 1984
and is in the Bowler's Hall of Fame in St. Louis for bowling a 300 game and 800 series.

HIVI AIDS speaker returns
for another discussion
n Jay Blackwell will be speaking
about HIV education at 6 tonight in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the MLK
Jr. Union.
Blackwell is the director of the HIV
Education and Training for the Office
of Minority Health Resource Center in
Rockville, Md.
The discussion is a part of the
African-American Heritage Month
celebration and Eastern's HIV
Awareness Week. It is free and
everybody is welcome to attend.

- Marco Santana, Campus Editor

Golden Dragon Acrobats make
fourth appearance at Eastern

Six students and one
staff member keep lanes
rolling seven days a week
By Stacy Smith
Campus Reporter

The Bowler's Hall of Fame in St.
Louis is reserved for bowlers who
either bowl 300 in a game or an
800 series.
Tim Taflinger has done both.
Taflinger, who has bowled for
37 years and grew up in a bowling
family, last bowled a 300 in
December of 2004.
When he first did it in 1984,
which is also the first year he
worked at Eastern, he had a sense
of accomplishment and felt he was
a part of an elite group.
Taflinger is the manager of the
campus bowling alley in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
He has worked at Eastern since
1984 and received his associate's
degree from Vincennes University
in Indiana.
The bowling alley is cheaper
than other local alleys because of its
association with Eastern.
"It's cheaper because the student
fees help pay for the building, and
it's non-smoking because of campus
rules," Taflinger said. "So it's cleaner
and cheaper than other bowling
alleys around."
He said his passion for bowling
stems from it being a universal
activity that anybody can do.
"Bowling is something everyone
can basically do, it's recreational
and just fun," he said. "It's also
something to do when it's cold
outside."
Taflinger bowls three times a
week with a league. On Monday
he bowls with Eastern's faculty and
staff, and Tuesdays and Wednesdays
he bowls with a town league.
Many local residents also take
advantage of the prices at the
bowling alley.
Some employees were surprised
by the diversity the bowling alley
brought to campus.
"I expected to see all college

kids and some old guy comes in
and starts rolling the house," said
Graham Sumner, senior physical
education major and bowling alley
employee.
The bowling alley employs about
I 0 students. They oversee the lanes
and help with the day-to-day chores
that have to be done.
Taflinger said he prefers to hire
familiar faces because he thinks
students who come in are more
knowledgeable about bowling and
that makes them easier to train.
"I tend to hire students their
sophomore year because it gives me
a chance to get to know them and
it can be difficult for freshmen to
work and go to school," Taflinger
said. "Freshmen need to learn about
college before getting a job."
He also said he does this because
it is a tough thing for sn.dents to
work and attend classes.
''I'm the only person who works
full-time and the students work
part-time, so it's kind of like a
management position," he said.
"I need people who have a lot of
responsibility."
Sumner was often found
bowling during his free time and
was eventually asked if interested in
working for Taflinger.
"I bowled a lot competitively
and hung out here a lot, so might as
well get paid for it," Sumner said.
The only drawback is constantly
repamng
machines
from
malfunctioning, he said.
"Machines run seven days a
week and we can only do so much
to keep them running," Taflinger
said. "With classes and leagues, the
machines are bound to break down
.
"
somenmes.
Having a bowling alley on
campus gives students something
to do on campus, Sumner said.
"It's a break from studying and
it's not far no matter where you're
at," he said.
Reed,
a
senior
Sherese
communication studies major,
said she enjoys going bowling on
campus once in a while.
"It's close and good for people
who don't want to go to the bars
and drink all the time," she said.

JAY GRABIEC I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Graham Sumner, a senior physical education major, sprays rental
bowling shoes with disinfectant at the university bowling alley Monday
Afternoon. Sumner has worked at the bowling alley for three years and
says, " It's a pretty sweet job."

n Tickets for the Golden Dragon
Acrobats are on sale and can be
purchased at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Ticket Office between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. The ticket office is
located in the west wing on the second
floor of the Union.
The Acrobats are making their
fourth appearance at Eastern.
The group has traveled around
the world and has performed in all 50
states.
For tickets by phone, call 217581-5122. Visa and Mastercard are
accepted.
Tickets are $5 for the general
public, $3 for Eastern students with
identification, senior citizens and
children under 12 years of age.

- Marco Santana, Campus Editor
Student Action Team travels to
Springfield to lobby
The Student Action Team is going
to Springfield on Wednesday to discuss
education funding on current issues
with legislatures.
The SAT meets 7 p.m. Monday
in the Bridge Lounge of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union to teach
students how to lobby and how to
approach concerned legislatures.

- Stacy Smith, Campus Reporter

our mistakes
n The Resume Blitz workshop
reported on page 3 of Monday's edition
of the Daily Eastern News is happening
from 1 to 4 p.m. today in the Human
Services Center Room 1301.

The DEN regrets the errors.

COMMENTS
EVENTS
I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Graham Sumner, a senior physical education major, clears the pins
under the lane seven pin rester at the university bowling alley
Monday afternoon. Sumner took the job because he already spent a lot
of time bowling during his free time.
JAY GRABIEC

I CORRECTIONS I

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Cathy
Bayer, via:
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail 1 DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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YOUR TURN

I LETIERS TO THE EDITOR

We at the Daily Eastern News have
received a large reader response
over the publishing of a Jan. 31
Letter to the Editor titled "White
males are scapegoats, "by Don
G. Smith. The following letters are
written concerning his statements:

Education can't
end all ignorance
It saddens me that a former
Eastern professor has in the pages
of this newspaper associated himself
with a Nazi organization. Without
getting into Don Smith's misleading
characterizations of the "white liberal,"
guilt-mongering professoriate here
at Eastern, and without bothering to
take on his critique of the Museum of
Oppression as somehow slanderous of
"white, heterosexual males," I'd simply
like to point out that the Web site to
which he directs Eastern students (a site,
which, he says, will help "heterosexual
white students" "educate [themselves]
properly") is also the official Web site
of the National Alliance, a well-known
white supremacist organization that in
1989 celebrated the 1OOth anniversary
of Adolf H itler's birth by calling him
"the greatest man of our era."
Founded in 1974 by William Pierce
- a close associate of George Rockwell,
founder of the American Nazi Party
in 1959 - the National Alliance
maintains that various ethnic groups
within the U.S. (primarily Mrican
Americans, Mexican immigrants and
Jews) constitute a threat to the security
and future of white Americans. Like
all white separatist movements, the
National Alliance builds its ideology
out of the most Byzantine conspiracy
theories (for instance, that the post9/11 anthrax attacks were perpetrated
by Israel in an effort to manipulate
the U.S. into attacking Iraq; or
that the smdent protests of the '60s
were acmally organized by a Jewish
cabal surreptitiously "calling for the
destruction of white society"). But
more than just a coterie of the far-out
right, the National Alliance is also a
well-oiled political organization. The
FBI and the Southern Poverty Law
Center have called the National Alliance
the most well-funded white separatist
organization in the United States, with
an annual income of over $1 million
in 2002, a membership somewhere
between 800 and 1500, a radio show
and its own record label through which
to disseminate its Nazi ideology. The
organization's publishing wing, National
Vanguard books, actually publishes what
it describes as "full-color comic books
as a medium for reaching high school
smdents with the National Alliance
message."
So as is the case for anyone forced
to confront in another human being
an utter failure of education and
imagination and training - forced to
reckon, in other words, with the hard
truth that all the education in the world
can still leave a person proclaiming
Hitler the greatest man of our era - I'm
feeling a little depressed today. I suppose
I've always realized, whatever stories I
like to tell myself about what I do for a
living, that education doesn't necessarily
make people more tolerant or even
necessarily smarter. But to see a former
colleague of mine sending my students
to the Nazis is just too much.
Christopher Hanlon

I Assistant English
Professor

COLUMNIST

I MICHAEL KLEEN

The Britney culture
In December of 1981, Britney J.
Spears came into this world in the deep
southern state of Mississippi to working
class professional parents. In what seemed
like a realization of the American dream,
she appeared on Star Search in 1992 when
she was only 11 years old and later joined
the New Mickey Mouse Club with future
boyfriend Justin Timberlake and fellow diva
Christina Aguilera. Jive Records picked up
her demo tape when she was 16 and only
a year later, she was singing "hit me baby
one more time" dressed in a suggestively
redesigned Catholic schoolgirl uniform in
the halls of the same high school where the
classic American movie "Grease" was filmed.
After selling 76 million albums around
the world, starring in her own feature
film and gracing the cover of hundreds of
magazines, her career collapsed at the ripe
old age of 23. A few months ago, I sat and
stared in bewilderment from behind my
computer screen as Spears, two marriages
and two children later, opened her legs to
the paparazzi while giving them the 'thumbs
up' during a night on the town with Paris
Hilton.
Then it occurred to me that the rise
and fall of Britney Spears revealed the
fundamental problems with American
consumerism, from her contradictory
roots as a Christian conservative, to her
bubblegum sexuality, all the way down
to the implosion of her personal life. The
pursuit of profit and the reduction of all
value to performance in the marketplace
have characterized our lives since the late
1950s, but my generation was the first to
be baptized in the total submersion of this

Eastern accepts
all beliefs
Professor Smith exhorts
Eastern students to "stop
following 'leaders' and
professors who invite you to
seek scapegoats in the distant
past and who suggest that these
scapegoats are still trying to
destroy you today." While we
unequivocally support and
defend individuals' rights to
express their opinions in the
press, as scholars we wish to
remind the campus community
that judgments and evaluations
are not valid if they are not
grounded on evidence. We
question whether Professor
Smith's characterization is
based on his attendance at the

culture.
Corporations now cultivate entertainers
from a very early age to be marketed to the
public. Entertainers are harvested for their
financial resources like a forest is clearcut to grind and slice into raw materials.
Britney Spears was not a human being to
Walt Disney and her producer Max Martin,
she was a product to be marketed, sold
and subjected to planned obsolescence so
that she expired when Jive Records found a
newer, fresher product to sell to the masses.
The Britney Spears culture transforms
art into a commodity and makes human
happiness reducible to the consumption of
merchandise. Britney Spears' music, like
all popular art characteristic of this culture,
appeals to the lowest common denominator
for maximum marketability. But there are
no redeeming qualities in this process. As
revealed by Spears' tragic personal life, our
consumer culture is destructive of human
social relations, as the marketplace takes all
precedence over every aspect of our lives.
Britney Spears unwittingly represents the
very worst of American culture, but in the
end, as her song says, ''I'm a Slave 4 U."

Michael
Kleen
Michael Kleen is a history graduate student.
He can be reached at makleen@eiu.edu.

exhibit, since the assessment
he gives does not seem to
reflect its actual content. More
importantly, however, we are
historians who are largely
responsible for the research and
teaching about which Professor
Smith feels compelled to warn
students. Once again, his
characterizations do not seem to
be based on evidence gathered
from, for example, sitting in
on our lectures, reading the
assignments we give, perusing
our course syllabi, or reading
our publications. If he had done
these things, he would clearly
see that his characterizations
of our work as "denigrating to
Euro-American culture" are
completely invalid. This is not to
say that topics such as systematic
oppression, collective violence,

I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

A lifetime of
fighting racism
I am shocked at the racist comments
made by an individual that once taught
the students at EIU, and I wonder
what information was being fed to our
young adults. Instead of degrading a
group of individuals, or any group, your
knowledge should have allowed you to
have respect for the journey of so many
diverse groups of individuals.
My daughter, Elizabeth H albert
Edwards (now deceased) walked among
the students and professors of EIU,
and she was proud to be a smdent. She
served on the Student Council and was
a former Miss Black EIU. She used
every opportunity to share the message
of respect and love for one another.
She often had to travel a road that was
less traveled, but never allowed the
narrow minds of some individuals to
stop her from achieving her goals and
helping others to achieve their goals.
She appreciated the history of her
heritage and never forgot that because
of their suffering and endurance that
she was able to go to school and to
become an attorney at law - becoming
a prosecuting attorney at Cook County.
Even though Liz only lived to be 27
years old, she used her lifetime to make
a difference and not to make excuses but
to build upon the accomplishments of
those who paved the path before her.
Why is it that when we reflect on
our history that some white individuals
(thank God not all) are offended and
feel that section of history should be
left alone and forgotten? If we forget,
there is a danger that we will tend to
repeat the same errors of our past. The
author of this letter fails to realize the
accomplishments of so many Mrican
Americans and their suffering and
struggles so that we may have a right
to even attend school or even vote. The
author also failed to realize that not
all whites were racist but that many
white individuals helped in the fight for
freedom and equal rights. Too many
times we are silent when someone
says, writes or does something that
is inappropriate and lacks sensitivity
regarding races and that is just what
"Not In Our Town," stands for - to
speak up every time we come in contact
with racist comments or comments that
violate or disrespect us as human beings.
It saddens me that we still have
individuals who are so insensitive to
individuals' suffering - those sufferings
affect us all. Mrican Americans do not
want anyone's pity; we just want what
we have a right to. We don't want to be
judged solely on the color of our skin,
but the content of our character and the
skills and abilities that we possess. This
is real, and I will continue to speak up
against any acts of prejudice whether in
writing, speech or deed.
I am proud of the accomplishments
of EIU smdents and staff and pray for
those who can't see the vision. And I also
thank God that this professor is retired.

Willie Holten Halbert

and racism are not addressed;
these are, unfortunately,
historical realities perpetrated
by people both inside and
outside of Euro-American
cultures. To leave them out
of the narrative would simply
be intellectually dishonest, as
well as irresponsible. When
we do address them, however,
we present the historical
evidence that demonstrates their
existence. As both professors
and students, we should refrain
from uninformed diatribes and
instead immerse ourselves in the
scholarship and draw our own
conclusions. True scholarship
includes discovering all that
you can about the source of the
information you are examining,
and in this regard a visit to
the Web site of the National

I Bloomington

Alliance will shed light on the
nature of that organization,
although perhaps not in the
way Professor Smith intends.
Finally, Professor Smith charges
that white students who "stand
up for [their] culture and [their]
race" will "suffer gradewise in
your classes." Please be aware
that it is a violation of EIU
policies as well as our own
professional standards to engage
in such practices. The university
provides students who do believe
they have been graded unfairly
or capriciously with an extensive
judicial process in which their
concerns will be duly heard and
addressed.

Lynne Curry and Anita Shelton
Associate history Professors
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All in a Greek workday yoodoo
1n Tarble
Peer advisers deal with
lockouts, work orders,
residence life issues

By Ashley Mefford
Staff Reporter

By Kristy Mellendorf
Greek Life Reporter

Emily Keppler knows time
management. She has had to learn
it in her position.
Keppler is a peer adviser in Greek
Court, and it is a job that requires
time management skills.
Keppler is an adviser to the
Kappa Delta and Delta Delta Delta
sororities.
"Deadlines are always coming
up," she said, "and I have to balance
more."
Keppler began as a peer adviser
in the fall. Greek Life hired its
advisers for next fall last week. They
will begin as advisers in August.
Keppler has some trouble
balancing school work and friends.
Peer advisers handle a variety
of concerns to the residents living
in Greek Court. They live in the
buildings with the residents in their
own apartment. An office is also
available for the advisers to use.
"I try to do (my homework) in
my office so if the residents need
anything they can get a hold of me,"
Keppler said.
Joe Zoubek is an adviser and was
rehired for the fall semester.
To deal with the added
requirements of the job, he tries to
make sure he keeps a couple of days
a week for himself. H e said he's lost
track of the time he puts in at his
job.
"I don't know how many hours
I work a week, but it's up there," he
said.
Keppler and Zoubek can usually
be seen in their offices, with the
door open. As residents walk past,
Zoubek waves and shouts hello.
"Joe's great, he's been a great
resource," said Ingrid McCallister a
member of Delta Zeta.
McCallister was hired as a peer
adviser for the 2007-08 year.
Zoubek has a sound relationship
with his advisees. H e likes to be
available to his residents. This
fosters a better appearance of his

JOHN LIAILE"f
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Mary Kate Lobaugh, graduate student and Greek Cour t associate resident director, talks to Andy Bergman,
fellow associate resident director, during their weekly rounds Tuesday night in Greek Cour t.
position.
"I don't look for trouble,"
Zoubek said. "Ifl'm visible enough,
it will find me."
The trouble Keppler and Zoubek
deal with primarily is work requests.
Both are responsible for making
sure the work requests get filled out
and handled in a timely manner.
Keppler has also dealt with some

lockouts.
"I've seen a lot of blown fuses
here," Zoubek said.
Advisers learned the expectations
of their positions in training sessions
that took place before the school
year began in August.
Any student can be an adviser.
"We don't make any requirements
that they are a part of Greek Court,"

said Bob Dudolski, Director of
Greek Life.
Keppler is not a part of Greek
Life. Zoubek is a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
"I have never felt awkward at
all, if anything it made me realize
I should have gone through
recruitment when I had the
opportunity," Keppler said.

Laurie Beasley knows voodoo
has a bad reputation.
H ollywood stereotypes consider
it a black magic that has a lot to do
with voodoo dolls and revenge.
But Beasley said it is more
related to religion.
In "Saints in Sequins: Vodou
Flags from H aiti," an exhibition
of voodoo flags at the Tarble Arts
Center, Beasley displays more than
50 flags from H aiti that represent
voodoo's religious background.
The display began Jan. 20 and will
be at Tarble until Feb. 25.
"When people see it, they see
religion is a beautiful thing and
to not be afraid of it," she said.
"The flags will help the (negative)
stereotype because of their sheer
beauty and incredible energy."
Beasley has been collecting art
for more than 30 years.
Some of the flags are from
Beasley's own collection, which she
has accumulated over many trips
to H aiti. Some are borrowed from
other artists.
Three of these flags are
ceremonial flags used in H aiti.
She started getting interested in
voodoo flags during a trip to H aiti.
She bought some flags and started
to sell them in her store, Ridge Art
in Oak Park. "The flags had a very
favorable reception," Beasley said.
She had been planning the
exhibit for a couple of years.
Beasley kept a close relationship
with the Tarble Arts Center and
was glad about the timing of this
exhibit.
"I wanted to write a book about
a H aitian artist so this exhibit
helped me prepare for that,"
Beasley said.
The display goes along with
Mrican-American
H eritage
Month. Kit Morice, educator of
education, said the exhibition was
a chance to get more diversity into
the arts center.
"We like to tie in other groups
on campus," Morice said. "Spring
was the perfect fit for this exhibit
because it is Mrican-American
H eritage Month."
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BECAUSE I SAID SO (PG1 3) 4:50 7:20 9:45
THE MESSENGERS (PG 13) 4:10 6:30 9:00
EPIC MOVIE (PG 13) 4:40 7:10 9:20
DREAMGIRLS (PG 13) 3:45 6:40 9:40
SMDKIN ACES (R)4:20 7:40 10:10
BABa (R) 5:10 8:15
FREEDOM WRITERS (PG 13) 4:00 6:50 9:50
QUEEN (PG 13) 4:30 7:00 9:30
STOMP THE YARD (PG 13) 5:20 8:00
NIGHT AllHE MUSEUM (PG) 5:00 7:30 10:00
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STUDENTS IN THE MILITARY

FROM PAGE 1

Internal Governing Policy #95 - Student withdrawal for military service
Students who, during the course of an academic term enter active

All Sleezer would say about his
experiences overseas was, "there was
combat over there."
When Sleezer returned, he faced
temper issues and nightmares, and
it took time for him to get them
under control.
"I don't want to have to do it
again," he said.
Sleezer isn't the only one who
doesn't want to go back.
"There are always people who
don't want to go and are busy," said
Ryan Gallaway, a graduate student
in Public Affairs who serves with
the National Guard. "That's what
sucks about the reserves. You have
your civilian life and you have to be
ready to give it up at any moment.
I have people under me that whine
about not wanting to do it, but
that's just what we sign up for."
Since coming to Eastern, Sleezer,
a sophomore from the Chicago
suburb of Darien, has joined
Lambda Chi Alpha, moved into an
apartment off-campus with a friend,
and gotten over the night terrors
that stem from serving overseas.
On Nov. 22 - the week before
finals - Sleezer's younger sister
called him saying that a "scary
package" from the Army had come
in the mail for him.
"Well, read it," he told her over
the phone.
The package contained his orders
telling him to report for duty Jan. 28
for 545 days to fight in Operation
Iraqi Freedom.
Sleezer sat down with his parents,
Sharon and Edward, and decided to
appeal the orders because he wanted
to finish his education at Eastern.
"I believe (the) contract takes
precedence over an education,"
Gallaway said. "It's in the contract
and that's what everyone signs up
for."
Since Sleezer's decision to appeal,
his story has appeared on Chicago
news outlets including CBS, ABC
and The Chicago Tribune.
The military told him that
soldiers' appeals that cite they want
to complete their education are
granted most of the time. Since
Sept. 11, 2001, 10,000 reserve
soldiers have been called back to
active duty - including Sleezer.
Nearly 5,300 of those soldiers
have appealed their orders. Half
those appeals have been granted, as
reported in the Chicago Tribune.
"I think it is a double edged
sword," said Brandon Stayner, a
senior political science major who is
serving his seventh year with the Air
Force. "On one hand this is what he
signed up for. But on the other, the
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military service induding National Guard and Reserve active duty and
are not in attendance at the end of the term, will receive course and
residence credit as follows:
If withdrawal is during the first four full weeks of the term, no
course credit shall be awarded, no grades shall be granted, and the
term shall not be counted as a term in residence.
If withdrawal is after the first four weeks of the term and before the
last two weeks of the term, students may:
a) "Withdraw" from the University and receive a refund of tuition and
fees (except health insurance). Room and board charges, if applicable,
shall be pro-rated for actual use, or b) receive "lncompletes" in all
coursework and no refund.
If withdrawal is during the last three full weeks of the term, full
course credit shall be awarded, grades attained at the time of
withdrawal shall be granted, and the term shall count as a term of

Consequences include anything
from a dishonorable discharge,
which would make it difficult for
the person to get a civilian job, to
jail time, Burkhart said.
Officially, Burkhart said the
military would like to support
people to get their education, but
the Army has needs as well.
If Sleezer does have to go to war,
Eastern has a good support system
for him, Stayner said.
"Eastern's professors and staff
have been nothing but supportive
of me with any military thing I have
had to do while I have been here,"
he said.
But Sleezer isn't ready to give up
on his war.
''I'm not going back," Sleezer
said. 'Til figure something else out.
I'm done with war, (but) this war
isn't over yet."

residence.
Students who have met all requirements for graduation, except those
that would be fuHilled by completing the courses enrolled in at time

n Committee

of withdrawal for military activation shall receive full credit for

FROM PAGE 1

those courses and may be recommended for graduation provided:
a) they have completed the seventh week of that semester, and
b) they are earning a grade of Cor better in each and every course
needed to satisfy the graduation requirements
c) the faculty member, department chair, college certification
officer, and student shall determine this.
Students enlisted in the National Guard or the Military Reserves are
to be allowed a reasonable time to make up academic work lost while
partidpating in required training.

reserves should only be used in the
.
"
most extreme circumstances.
Stayner served four and a half
years on active duty and is now also
in the reserves. He said he believes
this "new surge" does not qualifY for
reserves and believes Sleezer is being
utilized for something he shouldn't
be.
" I actually support him," he
said.
Gallaway was called up to serve
his first tour in Iraq while still
working on his bachelor's degree
at Eastern. He received orders in
March, and he did not know at the
time that he wouldn't have to start
until August.
" I told my teachers ahead of
time," Gallaway said. "They said
unless I was in the last three weeks
of school, it was like I never even
showed up. Fortunately that didn't
happen."
Eastern's military-leave policy
states that until the last three weeks
of school, students who serve can be
given incompletes or refunded all
tuition except health insurance.
Students who are called up in
the last three weeks ofschool receive
what grades they have in their
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classes and complete the semester.
If students are called to duty within
the last three weeks and meet all the
graduation requirements, students
will be recommended for graduation
if they are currently passing all of
their classes.
Sleezer's appeal was denied.
He is to report to duty June
3. He will finish his semester, but
plans to appeal a second time.
If he doesn't go back, Sleezer will
be dishonorably discharged, which
is OK with him.
According to Cpt. Chris
Burkhart, military science professor,
Sleezer will have to return eventually
if he doesn't want to experience
significant consequences regarding
his permanent record.
"The military is a function of
the United States government.
Once you sign a contract with the
military that's pretty binding," he
said. "There are people that try
every which way to get out of that
contract."
If it came down to it, someone
who refused to return to duty
when ordered would be considered
AWOL - absent without leave, he
said.

what our schools do to help people
graduate in four years to get their
bachelors," Lange said.
Amanda Raz, student executive
vice president, said that funds from
alumni license plates are supposed
to go towards a scholarship fund,
but currently the money is going
into the general fund.
More research is going to be
done to make sure that those funds
go where they are supposed to go,
Razsaid.
Delegates from public, private
and community colleges attend
IBHE-SAC meetings.
The student-related issues that
are discussed are then presented to
IBHE.
IBHE-SAC has a representative
that votes on the board meetings.

UPI plans
future goals
over lunch:
Issues include
increasing membership

The University Professionals of
Illinois had a strategic planning
meeting Monday during a luncheon
to work toward objectives for the
union.
"We've got lots of business to do
with the contract settled," said UPI
President Charles Delman. "This is
a long-term planning process."
The union's long-term objectives
include increasing and maintaining
membership and the members'
in
democratic
participation
decision-making, increasing and
maintaining members' activism,
enforcing strong contracts, and
assessing the performance of the
union.
Kraig
Wheeler,
chemistry
professor attended the luncheon
with other faculty from his
department.
"There were some issues that
people would have liked to have
resolved a little earlier," Wheeler
said about the recently signed UPI
contract. "In the end, people have
been fairly happy."
Delman thanked the negotiating
team members for their help and
work during contract negotiations
with the administration.

Ashley Rueff
Se11ior U11iversity Reporter

$310Chicken Lunch

130S Lincoln Ave.
2 17-34S-6424
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
Weekdays Sam - 11
Weekends Sam -

Every Tuesday

11

s

2 pieces of chicken mashed $ 3 4 5
am • pm
potatoes & gravy
•
•
coleslaw - biscuit
3 Piece Dinner
3 pieces of chicken mashed
FRIDAY FISH SPECIAL
potatoes & gravy
coleslaw - 2 biscuits
serving 4-Spm

$6~!t

YOU CAN EAT!

FREE CAKE
4-8pm (dine in only)

Homemade meatloaf served daily

Get your career in GEAR!

career Network Dav
February 14, 2007
10:00 am-2 :00 pm • University Union Ballrooms

Grant View Aoartments

Brand new acroS!ffrom Lantz
=I;~ -4 Bedroom/2 Batb.moms
•Fully furni.shcd
•Spaces availlabl!c far Spring & Fall 2007
close to campus
located on the corner of
1st and grant
can Today for Reservations
345-3353 or grantviewapts.com

Meet with recruiters from the following industries:
Aecou ntl ng
Camps
Fi na nci al Sarvices

Food & Beverage
Government (local , state & federal)
H~althcar-e

Human Resources
Information Systems
Insurance
Retail
Manufacturing
Socia I ServiOGs

Find out more online at www.eiu.edu/careers

VEHICLE RAMPAGE I ALBUQUERQUE

Trucker plows path of destruction
Man on meth rams
parked cars, homes,
businesses and signs
The Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE
An
Illinois trucker has left a path
of destruction in northwest
Albuquerque in what authorities
say was a "meth-induced rage."
Eric Dubach, 28, of Mount
Vernon caused $500,000 in damage
when he drove his truck through
fences, rammed parked vehicles,
homes and businesses, and ran over

signs around 4:30 a.m. Sunday,
Bernalillo County Sheriff Darren
White said.
Dubach told authorities he
stopped his tractor-trailer at a truck
stop off Interstate 40, unhitched
his trailer and snorted a "couple of
grams" of methamphetamine before
going on the joy ride, White Said.
Dubach told officers he didn't
like Albuquerque and wanted to
mess it up, White said.
At one point, Dubach forced
another truck parked in the
driveway of a home through the
garage door, White said. Dubach
then backed up and eventually was

stopped when he drove through a
retaining wall, the sheriff said.
At least four homes, five
businesses and 24 cars - some of
them totaled - were damaged,
White said.
"If you could see it, it was like
a tornado that went through this
small community," he said. "There
would be homes where every car in
the driveway was smashed, and then
the next two homes went unscathed.
It was complete hit and miss."
Dubach was charged with 29
counts of criminal damage to
property. He was being held in the
Bernalillo Metropolitan Detention

Center on a $100,000 bond.
In Jefferson County, Ill., court
records show that Dubach's criminal
history dates to at least 1996, when
he was sentenced to one year of
supervised probation for possessing
drug paraphernalia.
He was sentenced to one-and-ahalf years of probation in December
1999 for driving under the influence
of alcohol, the records said.
In January 2003, he pleaded
guilty to resisting arrest and was
fined, according to the records.
Dubach pleaded guilty to a drug
charge in July 2005 and pleaded
guilty to speeding.

Cold snap stops trains in their tracks
The Associated Press

A bone-chilling Arctic cold wave
with temperatures as low as 42
below zero shut down schools for
thousands of youngsters Monday,
halted some Amtrak service and
disabled car batteries from the
northern Plains across the Great
Lakes.
In Illinois, temperantres dipped
as low as 15 below in Freeport,
in the northwest part of the state,
and reached minus 10 at O'Hare
International Airport. With the
wind, it felt more like minus 30
in Chicago, said Mark Ratzer, a
senior forecaster with the National
Weather Service in Romeoville.
" It's bitterly cold . . . (but) the
coldest of it is over," said Ratzer,
who said a low-pressure system and
accompanying cloud cover should
ease bitter temperatures slightly on
Tuesday.
The teeth-chattering weather
increased call volume at Chicago's
311 line by 20 percent, as people
broken
pipes
and
reported
insufficient heating, said Kevin
Smith, spokesman for the city's
Office of Emergency Management
and Communications.
" I think Chicagoans so far have
been weathering it pretty well," he
said.
one
Frozen
pipes
closed
downtown Chicago Starbucks for
several hours Monday morning, and
employee Jerry Berry, 24, said some
customers stood in disbelief for
several moments before moving on
to the next shop a few blocks away.
"We couldn't brew coffee because
it was so cold," Berry said. "(This
is) the worst day to have to have a
situation like this."
Commuter Carolyn Davis, 44,

of suburban South Holland was
coping with the cold by digging
into her weekend wardrobe.
"I'm wearing my Sunday coat,
my church coat," she said of the
full-length mink she doesn't usually
wear to work. "And I always wear
tights."
Usually hardy school districts
across IUinois and throughout the
Midwest canceled classes.
"We were concerned with
students who would be on the bus
stops with extreme cold weather and
the wind chill," said Joel Morris, the
superintendent of Maine Township
High School District in Park Ridge,
where cold-weather closures are
rare.
The cold weather sapped energy
from batteries, paralyzing a fleet
of buses at Bloomington's Unit 5
school district.
With a temperature of 12 below
zero and wind chill of 31 below,
Wisconsin's largest school district,
Milwaukee Public Schools, also shut
down, idling some 90,000 children.
In upstate New York 34,000 kids
got the day off in Rochester because
of near-zero temperatures. Schools
also closed in parts of Michigan.
Even in Minnesota, where February
cold is the norm and people are
accustomed to coping, some charter
schools closed.
Amtrak shut down passenger
service in parts of western and
northern New York state, where the
cold was accompanied by as much as
2 feet of snow fed by moisntre from
the Great Lakes near Buffalo and
Watertown. Whiteout conditions
and slippery pavement shut down
a 38-mile stretch of the New York
Thruway during the night.
In Michigan, the cold also
brought calls for help from car
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"We couldn't brew coffee because it was
so cold . (This is) the worst day to have to
have a situation like this."
owners faced with dead batteries
and frozen locks.
"During the weekend, 10,000
motorists called for assistance. And
that's a record in recent years,"
Nancy Cain, spokeswoman for
AAA Michigan, said Monday.
Citing bitter cold and ice buildup
on some Mississippi River locks and
darns, the Army Corps of Engineers
on Monday announced limits on
the widths of barge tows on nearly
100 miles of the waterway from
Clarksville, Mo.

That directive came two days
after a 15-barge tow got stuck in the
1,200-foot-long main chamber of a
lock and dam near Alton, forcing
the closure of the main's chamber
for several hours until other tow
boats managed to free the trapped
tow.
Under the new restrictions - the
first such measure in the Corps' St.
Louis district in years - barge tows
may be no more than 106 feet wide,
due to ice buildup on the walls of
the 110-foot-wide lock chambers.

STATE
TUESDAY
2.6.07
The Associated Press

Police arrest man who received
spa services, skipped out
n LAKE BLUFF - Police say a man
accused of failing to pay for pedicures
and other spa treatments led officers
on a brief foot chase before he was
arrested.
Marshall G. Wolbers, 56, of Lake
Bluff, has been charged with theft of
services, police said Monday.
He was arrested over the weekend
near a train station.
Auth orities had been searching
fo r a man fitting Wolbers' description
who received a number of services
in at least 20 spas in north ern
Illinois and southern Wisconsin since
last March and left without paying
the bill. Belmonte said an officer
had spotted Wolbers in a vehicle
Thursday evening.

Blagojevich voices concern
over Bush's budget
n WASHINGTON - With Sen. Dick
Durbin leading the way, President
Bush's proposed spending plan
for the upcoming budget year
drew strong criticism Monday for
shortchanging needy Illinoisans who
need home heating assistance.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich, in a letter
Monday to Illinois' congressional
delegation, urged lawmakers to stand
tough against Bush.

Want to connect wrth God but not sure you
still believe all you were taught in Sunday School?
Join us for
Rastaurant & Catering

LIVING THE QUESTIONS

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm

an open-minded look at the Christian faith

Explore the questions you've always wanted to ask.

EVERYDAY
345-7427
7th & Madison
across 7th Street from
the Uptowner
www. whatscookin.info
wireless internet ready

No outside reading . Come when you can.
Students, faculty, staff, retirees welcome.
Tuesdays, January 30- March 6,
11:30 am-1:00pm
Schahrer Room, 2nd Floor. Memorial Union
Sponsored by Wesley United Methodist Church
and the EIU Wesley Foundation
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ADULT Valentine & Bachelorette
gifts & cards, Mardi Gras beads &
Luau stuff! OPEN TODAY 12-5
p.m. Grand Ballroom Costumes,
609 Sixth Street, 1 block South of
Charleston square.
- - - - 2/ 6-2/9,2/ 13,2/14

•

help L·varrted

Girls wanted must be 21 for
February 10. Call 349-861 3 for
more information.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219
Cocktail
waitresses
needed.
Must be 21. 10 minutes east of
Charleston at The Place. Call
349-8613 for interview.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219
Get Your Sales Career Started
Today! Immediate Openings for
Part-Ti me Telephone Service
Sales Hours: M-F 4pm - 8:30
pm & Sat 1Oam - 6pm. Starts
at $7 an Hour Plus Commission
up to $400 per Month. Apply in
Person at 700 W. Lincoln Ave
Charleston, IL 61920 (217) 6391135 www.staffsolutions.biz

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219
Winter/Spring
Positions
Available Earn up to $150 per
day, Experience not required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To judge Retail and Dining
Establishments. Call 800-7224791

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO
!Bartending!
Up to $250/
day. No experience necessary.
Training provided. 800-965-6520
ext. 239

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4BO

•

for sale

Furniture: Marble Coffee Table,
Upholstered Swivel Rocking
Chair, Glass/Brass Coffee Table,
Maytag Gas Dryer. Call: 217508-4343

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219

f

for rent

Fall 2007: 11 Bedroom --1102
6th St; 4 Bedroom --1800 12th
St; 5 Bedroom - 1204 Garfield;
2 Bedroom --1705 12th St.
(2 17)868-56 10.

for rent

Duplex 2 bedroom for rent. $435/
month. Call 898-4588.
2/9
2 bdrm apt. $550/month. Starti ng
August '07. Close to campus. Call
708-422-4628.

_______________ 219
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH HOUSE.
1 1/2 blocks from Tarble,
completely remodeled, WID,
dishwasher, reasonable rent,
GREAT HOUSE and YARD,
345-9595 or 232 -9595. www.
gbadgerrentals.com

_______________ 219
Brittany Ridge townhouse 07-08
school year. 3 bdrm 2 1/ 2 bath,
WI D, D/W, central ai r, located
with in walking distance of EIU.
Free parking and trash. Call (21 7)
508-8035.

_______________ 219
For Lease Fall 2007: 2, 3, 4, &,
6 bdrm apts and houses, WID,
central NC, DSL w iring in all
rooms. Great locations/rates. Call
21 7-346-3583 or visit our website
www.eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/ 16
3 BD APTS AT 204 W GRANT,
FURNISHED,
HEAT,
WI D,
WATER, INTERNET, TRASH
INCLUDED,
OFF
STREET
PARKING AND CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/ 19
7-14 BD, 6 BATH DUPLEX,
NEWLY REMODELED, TILED
FLOORS, N EW CARPET; OPEN
FLOOR PLAN, APPLIANCES
AND INTERNET INCLU DED,
LARGE PRIVATE YARD, OFF
STREET PARKING AND CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. VIEW A TEl PROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/ 19
3 BD APTS AT 2403 8TH
STREET, N EWLY REMODELED,
APPLIANCES AN D FU RN ITURE
FURNISHED,WATER,INTERN ET,
TRASH INCLUDED, OFF STREET
PARKING AND CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/ 19

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219

VI LLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-2008 1 bedroom apts.,
2 bedroom remodeled apts., 3
bedroom houses. Furnished,
laundry faci lities and close to
campus. Call (217) 345-2516
EHO
_______________ 00

Fall of 2007 three bedroom one
bath house with WID. East of
campus near Buzzard. No pets
345-5821 or rcrrentals.com

3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11th
St. Great Location $335 each.
345-6100
www.jensenrentals.
com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20
4 Bedroom 2 Bath Close to
Campus with Washer/Dryer and
Plenty of Free Parking. 295 each
232-9595. www.jbapartments.
com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 219

$. 30 per word for the first day
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
Monthly Online classified adYertlslng
available
@ WW\\' dennews.com

Iii

for rent

5-6 BD, 2 BATH DU PLEX,
1056 2N D STREET, HOT TUB,
SPIRAL
STAIRCASE,
TILED
FLOORS, WID, APPLIANCES
& FURNISHED, OFF STREET
PARKING, INTERNET & TRASH
INCLU DED. VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 2 1 7-549-02 12
FOR SHOWING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/19
3-6 BD, 4 BATH DUPLEX AT
635 W. GRANT STREET, N EWLY
REMODELED,
APPLIANCES
AND FURN ISHED, INTERN ET &
TRASH INCLU DED, OFF STREET
PARKING AND CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/19
Furnished 2-3 Bedroom Apts.
Block from Panther Paw. Call
jack@ (21 7) 620-6989.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Available 2007-2008. Two and
three bedroom fully furnished
apartments and duplex. Lincoln
Avenue and N inth street locations.
For additional information call
348-01 57.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2127
Two, 3 Bedroom Houses, 2
Bedroom Apts. NC, Washer/
Dryer Trash included. Free
Parking. Super Nice. 1 House
is Brand new w/ 3 car attached
garage. 217-348-3075.

Iii

for rent

2 bedroom-Water,trash, DSL w ith
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or
273 -2048.
______________ 00

FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 By. Apts.
Water & Trash included. Plenty
of off street parking. Buchanan
St. Apts. Call 345-1 266.
______________ 00

FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES.
2
BEDROOM
APARTMENT. 415 HARRISON.
$240/PERSON . 348-5032
______________ 00

Renting for Fall 2007! Four & six
bedroom house within walking
distance of campus. Call 3452467
______________ 00

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Partially
furnished. 11 1/2 month lease
$250 each. 10 month lease $260
each. 345-3554 or 346-3161.
______________ 00

5 BEDROOM 3 BATH, ALL NEW
HOUSE. Right next to campus
w ith all the amenities. A house
you' ll love and so will your
parents! 345 -9595 or 232-9595.
www.gbadgerrentals.com .
______________ 00

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DU PLEXES AN D APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345 -621 0/549-0212

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2127
ONLY ONE.
Brittany Ridge
townhouse for 4-5.
Great,
responsive landlord. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/28

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
House near Lantz Arena;
7
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwasher,
washer, dryer, and central air
21 7-345-6967 or 549-6967.
______________ 00

1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one
@ $420/mo. INTERNET, CABLE,
WATER INCLUDED.
3454489, Wood Rentals, jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/28

7 bedroom house near O ld Main.
2 1/ 2 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345 -6967
or 549-6967.
______________ 00

2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O' Brien.
Washer/Dryer, NC.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/28
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central ai r, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345 -7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_______________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished.CaiiToday forLowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
______________ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetreeapartments.
Studio, 1, 2, 3 bedrooms, close to
campus, pool, individual leases.
Call 345-6000
______________ 00
jAN UARY '07 - MAY '07
ONLY. 3 AN D 4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS.
LEASE AN D
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
VERY REASONABLE RENT. 3488305.
______________ 00

for rent

FALL '07-' 08. 1402 9TH ST. 3
OR 4 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT.
CENTRAL
AIR. TRASH, LAWN CARE,
SNOW REMOVAL PAID . OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
______________ 00

GREAT
LOCATION
20072008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY
NICE 2, 3, & 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
IN FO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT (217)493 7559.
______________ 00

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include w ireless
internet. Call for details 345 7286

MONEYWISE 1 & 2 BR apts.
for 1 or 2. Most include cable
& internet. 345 -4489, Wood
Rentals, jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/28

Iii

University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
______________ 00
• ••••••Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or
visit www.CharlestoniLApts.com.

*******

______________ 00
Excellent location apartment
available for 2007-2008 school
year. 3 bedroom 11 1/2 month
leases starting 8/ 15/ 07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please cal l for showing and leave
message 348-0673.
______________ 00
O ne six bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-7288709
______________ 00
5,4,3 BDRM Houses For Fall.
Efficiency
Apts,
Excellent
locations, CIA, WID, W ill Partly
Furnish, Trash, Lawn Services.
345 -3235
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
3 or 4 Bedroom House. W/D
included. 219 jackson Street.
348-5427
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
______________ 00

HOUSE FOR 2007-08. 1 BLOCK
FROM LANTZ. 8 BEDROOM, 3
BATH, W/D, CIA. FOR MORE
INFO CALL 345-3148 OR VISIT
www.pantherpads.com.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
Avai lable Feb. 1st 2BR. Apt.
Water & Trash Included, Off Street
Parking, $ 370/mo. Buchanan
Street Apts. 345-1266
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
New, Modern, Efficient and
Close! 4 bedroom 2 bath with
washer/dryer and plenty of free
parking. Great living for only
$295 each. 1140 Edgar Dr. 3456100. www.jbapartments.com.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
N EW LUXURY 1 AND 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR
AUGUST 07-08, O N E BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT,
NC, AN D LAUN DRY FACI LITY.
WATER ALLOWANCE, TRASH
SERVICE, AN D O FF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED. 348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
______________ 00
4-6 bedroom house for females
across from Lantz. Avai lable Fall
2007. Williams Rentals 3457286.
______________ 00
MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITTANY
RIDGE RE NTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATHS, UPTO 4 STUDENTS.
U NITS HAVE WI D, REF., AND
STOVE INCLU DED.
RENT
REDUCED--$81 0.00
TOTAL
RENT. CALL 217-317-9505.
______________ 00

Iii

for rent

APARTMENTS.
SEITSINGER
161 1 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK
EAST O LD MAIN. SUMMER
2007 AN D FALL 2007-2008
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3
AN D 9 MONTH IN DIVIDUAL
LEASE. CALL 345-7136
_______________ 00
Four bedroom house. 1222
Division. Next to city park. Call
348-5427
_______________ 00

BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWN HOUSES For 3-5 people,
unbeatable floor plan, 3 & 4
bedroom, deck, central ai r,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, 2 112
baths. DSL ready. Trash and
parking included, low utility bills,
local responsive landlord. From
Available May
$200/person.
2007, lease length negotiable.
217-246-3083.
_______________ 00
BR
APTS
*******N EW
AVAILAB LE AUG 07. PH 348www.CharlestoniLApts.
7746.
com*******

______________ 00
MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITTANY
RIDGE -- RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATH. UN IT HAS REF./
STOVE, AND W/D INCLU DED.
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE.
RENT REDUCED - $975.00.
CALL--317-9505.
______________ 00
3 bedroom apartment or 5
bedroom house available fal l
semester 07' only. 1409 9th
street. Completely updated. $265
per person/month. call (630) 505 8375 for showing.
______________ 00
New construction: Available Fall
07'. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two
car garage 1 block from campus.
Call (630) 505-8375 for showing.
______________ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath
Unit. Underground Parking. Call
Becky for Rates. 345-0936.
_______________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease. WID (217) 273 1395.
_______________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. WID (217) 273 1395.
_______________ 00
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWN HOUSE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. call21 7-493-7559
_______________ 00

BLOOD DRIVE SPONSORED BY PHI SIGMA PI WILL BE HELD
ON FEBRUARY 6, 2007 FROM 1P.M.-- 5P.M. AT THE STUDENT
RECREATIONAL CENTER.
______________ 2/6

DlDETDl.JIVE IY/fliVAGEh1EIVT

U.S. Embassy warns of new terrorist threat
Message warned
of bombings and
assassinations
The Associated Press

KHARTOUM, Sudan - The U.S.
Embassy warned Americans on
Monday of a heightened terrorist
threat against Westerners in Sudan.
"The U.S. Embassy advises all
U.S. citizens in Sudan that the
United Nations mission in Sudan
has received new information that
an extremist group based in the

JOEL MAYBURY I U5. EMBASSY SPOKESMAN

country is likely to target Western
interesrs," it said.
The U.S. message followed a
similar warning that the United
Nations sent its staff in Sudan last
week, said a U.N. official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity
because he was not authorized to
discuss the issue with journalists.
The U.S. message warned of the
danger of bombings, kidnappings
and assassinations. It said the
primary target of the threat might
be the United Nations, but added
that "terrorists do not distinguish
between official and civilian

Former child soldier
goes to war at 13

"In places like Sudan, where you have
instability and conflict, we may have half a
dozen such messages a year."
targets."
U.S. Embassy spokesman Joel
Maybury said the warning was
standard procedure when a threat
was perceived. "In places like Sudan,
where you have instability and
conflict, we may have half a dozen

NON SEQUITUR

such messages a year," he said.
Maybury noted there is anger
among some Sudanese against the
U.N. mission in Sudan, which is
promoting the peace process in
the south of the country as well as
running humanitarian operations
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Killing is as easy
as taking a drink
of water, he says

City and has written a
forthcoming memoir about
his experiences.
Representatives of at
least 58 countries and a
host of non-governmental
organizations joined the twoday conference, sponsored
by UNICEF and France's
Foreign Ministry, to develop
strategies to prevent the
recruitment of children and
reintegrate former child
soldiers into society.
They are "lost children,
lost for peace and lost for
the development of their
countries," said French
Foreign Minister Philippe
Douste-Blazy. "It is essential
to prove to these children,
these young people, that
another life is possible."
The Paris conference is
also aiming to help girls,
who account for nearly
40 percent of recruits in
certain armed groups and
are particularly vulnerable
to sexual abuses, organizers
said.
"The girl child is often
forced to play multiple roles
in the conflict: She is often sex
slave, mother and combatant
at the same time," said
Radhika
Coomaraswamy,
U.N. Special Representative
for children and armed
conflicts.
Girls are frequently
rejected by their families
and have an especially
hard time after conflicts
end.
Donor
nations
like
Norway,
the
United
Kingdom, Germany and
the United States are
present at the conference,
as are countries like
Colombia, Ivory Coast and
the Democratic Republic
of Congo, where child
soldiers are thought to
fight.

The Associated Press

PARIS When his
mother, father and two
brothers were killed in Sierra
Leone's civil war in the I990s,
I3-year-old Ishmael Beah
turned to the only place he
knew for comfort: an armed
faction.
"One minute I had a
family and the next, I didn't
have anyone," said Beah,
who managed to escape his
life as a child soldier - unlike
thousands of others.
What remains now mostly
are scars of living through
such violence.
"Taking a gun and
shooting someone was as
easy as drinking a glass of
water," Beah, now 26, told
participants at a conference
in Paris on Monday on
rehabilitating child soldiers
and singling out nations
where they are recruited.
The
United
Nations
estimates that about 250,000
children younger than IS
years old are involved in
about a dozen conflicrs today
around the world.
Often they are used
not only as fighters, but as
messengers, spies, porters and
to provide sexual services.
Like many underage
fighters, Beah said he "was
looking for safety and was
recruited because of that."
After serving in an armed
group for two years, Beah
went through a rehabilitation
program in Sierra Leone's
capital, Freetown.
"No one is born violent.
No child in Mrica, Latin
America or Asia wants to
be part of war," said Beah,
who lives in New York
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in the conflict-ridden region of
Darfur in western Sudan. The
United Nations says it has I 0,000
peacekeepers in southern Sudan
and about 2,500 civilian staff in the
whole country. About I ,000 civilian
personnel are based in Khartoum.
A U.N. official, who also insisted
on not being quoted by name, said
the warning stemmed from the
tense situation in Darfur, where
ethnic fighting has escalated in
recent months and U.N. leaders
have pressured Sudan's government
to allow in a big U.N. peacekeeping
force.
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Nocioni out with foot injury
together.
Wolfson, who was born in Velva, N .D.,
served as an Army captain in India during
World War II.

The Associated Press

C H ICAGO - Andres N ocioni was taken
out of the lineup for the Bull's road game
Monday against the Utah Jazz because of a
foot injury.
N ocioni, who did not participate in the
team's morning shoot-around, has plantar
fasciitis in his right foot.
H e underwent an MRI on Monday to
determine if the injury is a tear, the team
announced on its Web site.
Plantar fasciitis is a common athletic
injury. It involves inflammation or small tears
on the fibrous band of tissue that connects
the heel bone to the base of the toes.
N ocioni, a forward, is averaging 15 points
and six rebounds a game.

Coroner: USC kicker drunk when he
plunged to death last month

United States plans to make permanent
NYC flight restrictions
WASH IN GT O N - Flight restrictions
imposed around Manhattan after New York
Yankees pitcher Cory Lidle crashed his singleengine plane into an apartment tower will be
made permanent, government documents
indicate.
The plan for the rule change was revealed
as the N ational Transportation Safety
Board released papers Monday detailing its
investigation of the Oct. 11 crash that killed
Lidle and his flight instructor.
Included in the papers are toxicology
reports showing that neither Lidle, 34, nor
instructor Stanger, 26, had drugs or alcohol
in their systems.
The NTSB found the airplane's global
positioning device and cockpit display unit
were too badly damaged by the fiery crash to
reveal any information.
Lidle owned the Cirrus SR-20 plane
and had taken it for a midday trip past the
Statue of Liberty and north up the East
River. The plane apparently ran into trouble
in attempting to turn around and head back
south.
Mter the accident, the Federal Aviation
Administration temporarily ordered small,
fixed wing planes not to fly over the river,
which runs along Manhattan's East Side,
unless the pilot was in contact with air traffic
controllers.
The restriction remains in place, an FAA
spokesman said Monday, but the spokesman
could not immediately confirm that the
agency planned to make the rule permanent.
Small planes could previously fly below
1,100 feet along the river without filing flight
plans or checking in with air traffic control.
Lidle's plane had flown between 500 and 700

NUCCIO DINUZZO

I MCT

Chicago Bulls' Andres Nocioni drives to the basket followed by Atlanta Hawks' Josh Smith
during the first half at the United Center in Chicago.
feet above the river.

Barber, first 20-game winner in Orioles
history, dies
BALTHviORE - Steve Barber, the first 20game winner in Baltimore Orioles history,
has died.
Barber, 67, became ill last week and died
from complications of pneumonia Sunday at
a hospital in H enderson, N ev., the Orioles
said Monday in a news release.
Barber went 121-106 with a 3.36 ERA
in 15 major league seasons, the first half of
which he spent with the Orioles. In 1963, he
became the first Orioles pitcher to compile
a 20-win season, going 20-13 with a 2.75

ERA.
The Takoma Park, Md., native signed
with the Os when he was 18. Barber spent
three seasons in Class D ball before jumping
to the majors in 1960. H e won 10 games as a
rookie and won at least 10 games in six of his
first eight seasons years in the majors.
H e went 10-5 in 1966 as the Orioles won

their first World Series, but he did not appear
in the series because he developed tendinitis
in his left elbow that season and pitched in
only seven games after the All-Star break.

Former part-owner of St. Louis Blues'
dies at 88
CREVE COEUR, Mo. - Robett L
Wolfson, who helped bring the NHL to St.
Louis and was a part-owner during the Blues'
early success in the late 1960s, died Friday.
H e was 88.
Wolfson, who lived in the St. Louis suburb
of Clayton, died at a hospital, Rindskopf
Roth Funeral Chapel said Sunday.
Wolfson, Sidney Salomon Jr. and Sid
Salomon III obtained an NHL franchise for
the city in 1966.
The Blues reached the Stanley Cup finals
their first three seasons (1968-70) but have
never won the tide.
When the team was sold to Ralston Purina
in 1977, ensuring that the Blues would stay
in St. Louis, Wolfson helped put the deal

LOS ANGELES - Southern California
kicker Mario Dando was drunk when he
plunged over a cliff to his death, but the
coroner's office Monday was unable to say
why he fell.
A toxicological report accompanying
Dando's autopsy report found he had 0.23
blood-alcohol level, nearly three times the
legal limit in California. N o drugs were
detected in his body, the report said.
The autopsy report said the cause of death
was multiple traumatic injuries, but "because
of the unanswered questions, we are stating
the manner of death as undetermined,"
Deputy Medical Examiner Jeffrey Gutstadt
of the Los Angeles County Coroner's office
wrote in the repott.
The 21-year-old player was found Jan. 6
more than 100 feet down a rocky cliff in San
Pedro.
Police said from the outset that foul play
was ruled out and his death was either an
accident or a suicide.
H e missed two field goals in his two-year
career at USC, going 26-for-28, and he was
127-of-134 on extra points.
H e set N CAA single-season records with
83 extra points and 86 attempts in the 2005
season.

Colts-Bears Super Bowl audience 2nd
largest ever in XU-year history
N EW YORK - Peyton Manning had a lot
of witnesses to his soggy super win, with the
estimated 93.2 million viewers representing
the second most-watched Super Bowl
broadcast ever.
Only the 1996 Super Bowl between Dallas
and Pittsburgh, which had 94.1 million
viewers, had a bigger audience, according to
N ielsen Media Research on Monday. Behind
that 1996 game and the M-A-S-H series
finale, Sunday's game was the third mostwatched program in television history.
The presence of one of the game's most
popular players in Indianapolis Colts
quarterback Peyton Manning and a majormarket team from Chicago undoubtedly
juiced the ratings.
The Colts beat the Bears 29-17 in a game
played during a driving rainstorm in Miami.
It was shown on CBS, a division of C BS
Corp.
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D:rughnuts Are Ch Sale in the
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY

O ui.domr r;r ill
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Eastern's postseason chances slim
By Matt Daniels

(guarding them) because you
against teams where all they do
is pound it down low. With this
team, it's all outside."

Sports Edttor

Eastern's already slim chances
to qualify for the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament became
slimmer after Saturday's loss against
Samford.
The 53-48 Panther defeat left
them solely in last place in the 11team conference.
An Eastern win would have
put them into a tie for ninth place
with Jacksonville State and two
games behind eighth-place teams
Morehead State and Tennessee
State.
Only the top eight teams make
the conference tournament.
The Panthers (7-17, 3-12 OVC)
have five conference games left,
beginning Thursday at first-place
Austin Peay.
It would be Eastern's second
straight year of missing the OVC
Tournament and third time in the
past four years.

Halftime deficits equal another
loss for Eastern
The Panthers trailed 29-17 at
halftime and ended up losing 5348. Eastern has lost all 10 times it
has trailed at halftime. It has lost
seven games where it has led at
halftime this season.
In all of Eastern's seven wins, the
Panthers have led at halftime.

Bench struggles to produce,
averages nine points per game
In the last seven Eastern losses,
the bench has produced 63 points
for an average of nine points per
game. In the Panthers' seven wins
this season, Eastern's bench has
scored 100 points for an average of
14.3 points.
opponents
have
Eastern's
outscored the Panthers' bench in
five of the last seven Eastern losses.
Eastern outscored Samford's
bench 5-4 on Saturday and
outscored
Eastern
Kentucky's
bench 9-4 on Jan. 13.

Top scorer sits out game for
fighting against Gamecocks
Freshman
guard
Romain
Martin, Eastern's leading scorer,
had to sit out Saturday's game
after he was ejected for fighting
in Thursday night's win against
Jacksonville State.
OVC rules mandate a player
ejected for fighting must sit out the
next game.
Junior center Jake Byrne said if
Martin had played, Samford would
not have had as many defenders in
the lane.
"They were really compact
inside the key," Byrne said. "I think
they would have kind of forced out
a little bit because he would have
been hitting three's, hopefully."
Sophomore point guard Mike
Robinson said JSU went after
Martin on purpose.
"I think the guy that did it to
him wasn't even an impact player
for their team," Robinson said. "I
guess they tried to take him out
going straight after our top player."
Martin is available to play
Thursday night at Austin Peay.

Willhite given start in place of
suspended Martin
Junior guard Jon' Tee "Bam"

Panthers leading conference
in free throw percentage

AMIR PREUBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshman center Ousmane Cisse grabs the ball in anger after committing a foul Saturday night at Lantz Arena
against Samford. Cisse finished with nine total rebounds and one block as the Panthers lost 53-48.

Willhite started Saturday in place
of suspended Martin. Willhite had
started 14 games before Saturday,
but hadn't since the Jan. 4 game at
Southeast Missouri.
Willhite had a team-high four
assists in 25 minutes of action, but
did not score and fouled out of the
game.

Largest crowd of season cheers
Panthers against Bulldogs
Eastern's biggest crowd before
Saturday was 1,491 for the Jan. 20
game against Tennessee State.
It doubled Saturday.
With ESPN2 bringing its crew
to Lantz, 3,194 people showed
up, with the student section in the
lower bowl filled a half hour before

the 5 p.m. tipoff.
Junior forward Bobby Catchings
is the only Panther to play in front
of a larger crowd than Saturday's
game.
"A crowd can carry a team
through hard times," he said. "An
atmosphere like that, I think, can
actually lead a team to a win."
Eastern head coach Mike Miller
said everybody associated with the
game did a good job promoting it.
Now, he hopes the fans keep
coming even when ESPN2 isn't
there.
"What we're trying to build, is
this not just because the TV's here;
it's something people want to come
out and watch," he said.
Eastern has one more game on

an ESPN station this season.
The Feb. 13 home finale against
Southeast Missouri will be on
ESPNU with a 6 p.m. start time.

Samford's 3-point
streak continues

shooting

Samford has made a 3-pointer
in 462 games, dating back to the
1990-91 season.
The Bulldogs didn't wait long to
keep the streak intact, with guard
Curtis West hitting a 3-pointer for
Samford's first basket.
Samford finished seven of 22
from 3-point range, making six in
the first half.
"We were nervous because they
are such good 3-point shooters,"
Byrne said. "It's a lot different

n Sparks

n Murphy
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But the standings do not reflect
the amount of talent the team has,
Sallee said.
He has been impressed with the
way the team has "come to work
every day."
Forward Rachel Galligan has
progressed from the OVC freshman
of the year to the third-leading
scorer in the conference with 17.5
points per game.
Sallee puts a lot of pressure on
Galligan to be the team's leader and
lone offensive post presence.
The sophomore has been
successful in both those roles.
"(Galligan) has done an amazing
job taking a big role," Sparks said.
"She has done a great job."
Sallee said Galligan and the
other sophomores have "progressed
nicely" but he said he would have
like to see Megan Edwards continue
to improve her play.
The starting point guard last
season, Edwards suffered a seasonending ACL injury in the last
exhibition game of the season
and is ahead of schedule in her

Indoor track and field is the
winter version of "Friday Night
Lights." Not the television show or
the movie. But it's track and field
competition.
They compete on Friday night
because there are many events and
many competitors.
Some" Friday Nights" are coming
up that are very important.
The first is on Feb. 16. It's the
Friday Night Special- the last meet
before conference. Competitors
from lllinois and Illinois State have
attended this meet before.
Maybe Gail Devers can inspire
the Panthers to run faster.
Junior Kirkland Thornton,
a 60-meter hurdler himself, has
run a season best 8.02 seconds at
Northern Iowa Invitational.
H e took a step back this week
at the Indiana Relays running an
8.03.
Now, a hundredth of a second
may not seem like much, but it is.
Track and field is all about
time.

JOHN BAILfl
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Sophomore forward Rachel Galligan protects the ball after a rebound
during the women's basketball game Saturday afternoon against
Samford in Lantz Arena. The Panthers lost against the Bulldogs 63-41.
Eastern has now lost three straight games.
rehabilitation.
"When we started struggling
scoring it kind of hit everyone in
the face," Sallee said about Edward's

absence.
"I would have liked to have
all the bullets in my gun, so to
speak."

Eastern finished third last
season in the OVC in free throw
percentage, making 286 of389 (74
percent). This year, the Panthers
lead the conference in free throw
percentage this season, having
made 295 of 415 (7 1 percent).
Eastern has two of the top
five free throw shooters in the
conference. Martin is second,
making 55 of63 shots, good for 87
percent. Robinson is tied for fifth,
making 72 of90 shots, good for 80
percent.
Robinson has made 20 of his
last 22 free throws, while Martin
has made 26 of his last 28 free
throws.

Ohio
Valley
Conference
announces BracketBuster game
ESPNU
and
the
Ohio
Valley Conference finalized the
BracketBuster's schedule Monday.
Eastern is slated to play at
Loyola (Chicago) at 3 p.m. on Feb.
17 in its BracketBuster game.

Going
to
the
national
championships or staying home
can be difference from one second
or one thousandth of a second.
Winning a gold medal can be out
throwing or out jumping your
opponents by a millionth of a
meter.
For the Eastern men's and
women's track and field teams to
win the Ohio Valley Conference
tide, they are going to need to be
precise and accurate with timing.
Gail Devers was.
She had a good form with quick
lunges of her leg, placement of her
feet and worked with trail leg and
had excellent timing.
H urdler Thornton and the rest
of the team needs to work on all
their timing and forms if they want
to add to their trophies of men's
track and field.
Devers shows that winning
trophies can start at any age, even
at age 40.
Maybe Eastern athletes can start
winning when they're only 18.
They can also start winning them
on Friday Jan. 23 when they host
the OVC Indoor Championships
for the true "Friday Night Lights."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

I TOURNAMENT CHANCES

Sparks
sees
same
struggles
SPORTS
TUESDAY

Panthers have six games left
to make conference tourney

REMAINING CONFERENCE GAMES
" Thursday: at Austin Peay

2.6.07

By Joe Waltasti

" Sunday: vs. Tennessee-Martin

Sports Reporter

" Feb. 14: vs. Southeast Missouri

scoreboard

Megan Sparks is in the unique situation of
being a former teammate to nine players she
now coaches.
Eastern's I Oth all-time leading scorer, with
I ,3I3 points, is in her first season as an assistant
for head coach Brady Sallee.
She is the second player in program history
to have more than I ,000 points, I 00 3-pointers
and 300 free throws.
Sparks was the main contributor, averaging
I5.9 points, on last year's team that finished 9II in the Ohio Valley Conference with a roster
that relied on three starting freshman.
Sparks has seen the same problems this
season as the young Panthers struggle in OVC
play.
A promising group of freshmen were added
to Eastern's talented young core prior to the

" Feb. 17: vs. Murray State

PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Thursday at Austin Peay I
5:15 p.m. Clarksville, Tenn.
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Thursday at Austin Peay I
7:30 p.m. Clarksville, Tenn.
TRACK AND FIELD

Friday at Iowa State 1
All day, Ames, Iowa
TRACK AND FIELD

Saturday at Iowa State 1
All day, Ames, Iowa

" Feb. 22: at Jacksonville State
" Feb. 24: at Samford

season, but the wins have not come as predicted
and Eastern sits in ninth place in the OVC with
a 4-IO conference record, 7-I6 overall.
Sparks knows from experience what young
players go through, and she tried to use her
experience on the court to improve her abilities
on the bench.
"With such a young team, they can get
mentally worn out," Sparks said. "I try to key
on that and even if they aren't winning backco-back games I keep them positive. It's easy to
look at the losses and get frustrated."
Sparks also sees the young team wearing
out physically with the rigors of a full college

season taking its toll.
"In high school, the season is only 20
games long, but in college 20 games is just
getting started," Sparks said. "There are a lot of
important games left to be played."
The team was predicted to finish sixth in
the preseason OVC poll in Sallee's third year
at the helm, but 23 games into the season the
Panthers record puts them two wins behind
Eastern Kentucky and the last qualifying slot
in the OVC tournament.
With six games left this season, a berth in the
postseason tournament is a definite possibility.
But with I2losses in the last I5 games, keeping
the team motivated and energetic in practice
has been a top priority for Sallee and Sparks.
"I have been somewhat satisfied," Sallee said
about the Panthers' practices. "But if we were
23 and 0 I would be somewhat satisfied. That's
the nature of my beast; I'm always in search
of that perfect day because as soon as you're
satisfied with 90 percent or 85 percent you let
your guard down."
n

SEE SPARKS, PAGE 11

MEN'S TENNIS

Saturday at Chicago State I
All day, Chicago

SWIMMING

I CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Saturday at Chicago State I
All day, Chicago
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Saturday vs Tennessee-Martin 1
7:35 p.m. Lantz Arena

KEVIN MURPHY I RUNNING
WITH THE PACK

Age not a
factor in
"Friday Night
Lights"
ESPN2 was at Eastern Saturday
night for a men's basketball game.
But the true show on ESPN2 was
on Friday night.
This past Friday night, ESPN2
showed the lOOth Millrose Games
from Madison Square Garden. The
Millrose Games are a track and field
invitational, featuring the top track
and field athletes at the professional
and the collegiate levels.
Gail Devers won the 60-meter
hurdles race and won it at 40 years
old. Devers crushed the field with a
time of 7.86 seconds and beat the
2004 Athens Olympic champion
Johanna H ayes.
Devers' time was O.I2 seconds
off the 2003 U.S. record.
The three-time world champion
has won three Millrose hurdles
titles.
H er win proves that track and
field is competitive at any age and
on any day of the week.
H ere at Eastern, most of the
track athletes are I8 to 22 years
old, and they perform mostly on
Friday and Saturday.

n SEE MURPHY
PAGE 11

Kevin Murphy is a freshman journalism
major. He can be reached at hogan_

knight_88@yahoo.com.

JOHN BAILEY
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Sophomore Brent Noble swims the breast stroke during Eastern's meet against St. Louis University Feb. 3 in Lantz Natatorium. Noble took
fourth in the ZOO-yard individual medley and second in the ZOO-yard breaststroke.

Tapering gives needed break before meet
Swimmers relax before
grueling meet at Indianapolis
By Anthony Katsivalis
Staff Reporter

COMPARISON OF TWO YEARS OF SWIMMING
Men' s Swim Team:
" 2005-06 record: 4-5
First at Panther Invitational
Third at House of Champions Invitational

With a week off before the Mid-Continent
Conference Championship, the men's and
women's swimming teams get to experience
their first break from competition all season
- a break that is well deserving.
The swim team has had practices throughout
the week since late September.
Although they do not have to compete until
the conference championship, they still face I2
days of shorter, but more intense practices, a
process caJled tapering.
Tapering involves shorter practices as the
week goes on, but the practices themselves are
faster and much more intense to prepare the
swimmers for conference.
Tapering is considered a break compared to
the grueling practices they are used to.
Freshman N ick Lore, a freestyle specialist,
speaks about the week of preparation these
athletes must endure.
"This week is tapering practice," Lore said.
"We have less overall yards to swim, but more
sprints."
The swimmers have had to compete almost
every week since Oct. 6. They also have

Fourth at Mid-Continent Conference Meet
" 2006-07 record: 5-6
First at Panther Invitational
Third at House of Champions Invitational
Women' s Swim Team:
" 2005·06 record: 5-4
First at Panther Invitational
Fourth at House of Champions Invitational
Second at Mid-Continent Conference Meet
, 2006-07 record: 4-7
First at Panther Invitational
Fourth at House of Champions Invitational

practices.
H ead coach Ray Padovan explained why
tapering is so important, especially at this time
of the year.
"Basically, we go into a I2-day resting
schedule," Padovan said. "We do a little less

each day. It's the only time our guys get a
break aJl season. It's an important rest before
conference."
The rest is needed because the conference
championships is a three-day meet starting
Feb. I5 through Feb. I7. All three days are
packed with events, including preliminaries,
finals and relays of different competitions. This
forces the swimmers to stay in Indianapolis all
day.
The men's swim team goes into conference
5-5 at duals, putting them well into the
running to place at conference, although a first
place may be out of reach.
Oakland University has had a successful year
and is widely expected to win at conference.
But a second place at conference is a definite
possibility for the Panthers.
"Oakland is kind of the power out there
this season," Padovan said. "Second place is
wide open and I think we will definitely have
a chance at it."
The purpose of the week is to allow the
swimmers to recuperate before their final
meet.
Sophomore N eil Wahlgren said this week is
important.
"This week is aJl about preparation,"
Wahlgren said. "We are preparing both
physically and mentally. We should walk away
with second place."

